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Arts Matters - Faculty Edition is a monthly digest designed by the Dean of Arts office, for MUN Arts faculty
and postdoctoral fellows.

Faculty Edition
In this edition
This edition of Arts Matters — Faculty Edition
contains information about SSHRC Insight and
Connection grant applications, and NSERC
Discovery grant applications; workshops about
Intellectual Property law, and the Canadian
Common CV; changes to the Canada Graduate
Scholarships program; SSHRC guidelines for
support of tools for research; and how to
subscribe to Academica (a daily digest of the
top 10 stories related to PSE in Canada).

Upcoming Dates
See our deadlines page for
further details:
July 15, 2013 (internal
deadline): Call for Proposals for
the Canada-Israel Energy S&T
Fund.

CCV workshop,
Friday, July 5th

Mandatory Notice
of Intent stage for
NSERC Discovery
Grants, SSHRC
Insight Grants
Please note that you
must fill out a notice of
intent in order to be
eligible to apply for
NSERC Discovery
Grant or a SSHRC
Insight Grant in Fall
2013. NSERC
Discovery Grant Notice

On Friday, July 5, 2013
from 10:00 am - 12:00
pm the Faculty of Arts
will host a general CCV
Workshop in SN-4030.
This workshop will give
an overview of the new
CCV and the various
agencies which use it,
followed by a hands-on
session where you can
practice entering your
data using the available
desktop computers.
Participants are highly

July 16, 2013 (internal
deadline): Spencer Foundation:
The New Civics Initiative with
Budgets under 50K.
July 16, 2013 (internal
deadline): Spencer Foundation:
Areas of Inquiry with Budgets
under 50K.
July 24, 2013 (internal
deadline): Mitacs Globalink
Summer 2014 Research Project
Proposal.
July 25, 2013 (internal
deadline): 2015 Networks of
Centres of Excellence (NCE)
program competition.

Discovery Grant Notice
of Intent deadline is
August 1st. The
SSHRC Insight Grant
Notice of Intent deadline
is August 15th. See our
deadlines page for
further details.

Intellectual
Property Law
Workshop,
Tuesday, July 9th
The School of Social
Work and Human
Kinetics and Recreation
are organizing an
intellectual property law
workshop to be held
Tuesday, July 9th,
11:00 am - 12:00 pm in
room PE 3007 in the
Physical Education
building (next to the
library). Both Dr. Ray
Gosine and Chris
Forbes, in house
counsel, will present at
the event. There will be
30 minutes for
questions and answers.
If you would like to
attend, please RSVP to
their Grants Facilitator,
Dr. Chava Finkler
(lfinkler@mun.ca).

Tri-agency
harmonization of
the Canada
Graduate
Scholarships
program
The federal granting

encouraged to bring
their current CVs (hardcopy or electronic) for
use in the hands-on
component. The CCV is
required for the SSHRC
Insight Development
Grant competition in
2014 (it is not required
for the 2013 Insight
competition).
Transferring your data
into the CCV can be a
time consuming
process, and an early
start is highly
encouraged. An RSVP
is kindly requested to
estimate the number of
attendees. Please email
kbromley@mun.ca if
you would like to attend.

July 25, 2013 (internal
deadline): William T. Grant
Foundation Social Settings
Grant.
July 25, 2013 (internal
deadline): William T. Grant
Foundation Use of Research
Evidence Grant.
July 25, 2013 (internal
deadline): William T. Grant
Foundation Distinguished
Fellows Program.
July 25, 2013 (internal
deadline): Harry Frank
Guggenheim Foundation
Research Grant.
August 1, 2013 (external
deadline): Mandatory NSERC
Discovery Grant Notice of Intent.
August 1, 2013 (external
deadline): The Geographic
Literacy Award.
August 15, 2013 (external

Launch of
SSHRC’s revised
Connection
Funding
Opportunity
SSHRC has revised and
relaunched its
Connection Grants
funding opportunity. The
description is now
available on the SSHRC
website. SSHRC notes
that the application form
and instructions will be
made available by June
28, 2013, at the latest.
Note the following
changes to the program:
• Individuals may
only be applicant /
project director and coapplicant on one (1)
active Connection Grant
(individual or
institutional) at a time.

deadline): Mandatory SSHRC
Insight Grant Notice of Intent.
August 31, 2013 (external
deadline): 3M Environmental
Innovation Award.

agencies will be
introducing a new model
for the CGS-Masters
awards this fall, based
on consultations over
the past six months.
More detailed
communications will be
shared with institutions
in the coming weeks,
but the essence of the
change is to shift to a
single-stage process, in
which institutions will
receive a quota of
awards based on an
incoming model (i.e., for
students proposing to
undertake Master’s
degree on their
campus), and
adjudication will take
place entirely at the
institutional level. A
single, harmonized
application form will be
hosted on the
NSERC/SSHRC
Research Portal, and
dates, criteria and
regulations will be
harmonized across the
three granting
agencies. SSHRC
expects the new form to
be available by
September 1, 2013, with
an application deadline
in December.

SSHRC site
redesign
emphasizes
mobile browsing,
interoperability
and accessibility
SSHRC is updating its
website. The redesign
emphasizes four key
elements: mobile device
compatibility,
interoperability, usability

institutional) at a time.
Furthermore, an
applicant / project
director may apply for
only one Connection
Grant per calendar year.
• The maximum
value of a Connection
grant for an event is
now $25,000. The value
of a Connection grant
for other outreach
activity will remain at
$50,000 (with higher
amounts considered on
an exceptional basis).
• SSHRC will not
fund the full cost of any
connection event or
outreach activity.
Additional support in the
form of cash and /or in
kind contributions
(excluding registration
fees) equivalent to a
minimum of 50 per cent
of the amount requested
from SSHRC must
come from other
sources, such as
sponsors.
• Results will
normally be announced
to candidates within 16
weeks from confirmed
receipt of the
application.
• Funding decisions
will be announced four
times per year, i.e., in
June, September,
December and March.
For the current fiscal
year, which is ending on
March 31, 2014,
approximately
$1,000,000 will be
awarded in grants for
each of the three
remaining
announcements.

interoperability, usability
and accessibility.
Content on the updated
SSHRC website—
including program
descriptions, funding
priorities and application
deadlines—remains
consistent with
information on the
former site. The
Treasury Board of
Canada Secretariat
provides full details on
the web standards for
the Government of
Canada.

Academica's Top
Ten
There's no charge to
join more than 18,000
college and university
professionals across
Canada who subscribe
to Academica's Top
Ten. Subscribers
receive a single email
every weekday morning,
containing brief
summaries of the top
ten stories, with links to
further details. The
content is hand-picked
to be relevant,
interesting and current
for university and
college professionals in
public affairs,
recruitment, marketing
and advancement. How
to subscribe.

SSHRC
Guidelines for
Support of Tools
for Research and
Related Activities
SSHRC has just
announced the launch of
new guidelines for
support of tools for
research and research
related activities. For
the moment, they apply
to the following
upcoming grant
competitions:
·
Insight Grants
(IG) competition
(deadline October 2013),
and;
·
Partnership
Grants (PG-LOI)
competition (deadline
February 2014).
The guidelines may be
consulted for
applications to the
Partnership Grants (PGFormal) competition
(deadline Fall 2013) but
are not mandatory for
this competition.
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